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The following diagram shows 12 different pentominoes. 
These pentominoes can be identified by the letters they resemble.

7.6 Tessellations
GOAL
Create and analyze designs that tessellate a plane.

E x p l o re the Math

You will need
• models of 12

pentominoes
• coloured pencils
• grid paper

Amelia says that all pentominoes can be used to make a tessellation. 
Is she correct?

How can you use each pentomino to make a tessellation??
A . This diagram shows a tessellation that has the I pentomino in one

o ri e n t ation. Draw three other tessellations that have pentominoes in
one ori e n t at i o n .

B. This diagram shows a tessellation that has the T pentomino in two
orientations. What transformation is needed to move from a green
T to a yellow T?

C. The diagram below shows a tessellation that has the
W pentomino transformed into different orientations by
rotations. How many orientations of the W pentomino can
you see in the tessellation? Sketch the W pentomino in each
of these orientations, and colour each pentomino to match
the orientation in the tessellation. Complete the chart to
describe how you would rotate the yellow pentomino
(the pre-image) into the other pentominoes.
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D. This diagram shows a tessellation with the N pentomino.
How many different orientations can you see in the
tessellation? Complete the chart to describe how
you would transform the light green pentomino
(the pre-image) into the other pentominoes.
The first one is done for you.
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E. Draw a tessellation with a pentomino you did
not use in steps A to D. Record the number of
orientations in the tessellation. Repeat this for three
other pentominoes.

F. Use the chart to summarize what you have discovered about how
each pentomino can make a tessellation.

Was this transformation needed to make

a tessellation with the shape?

Translation Rotation Reflection Properties of the shape

Reflecting
1. Which pentominoes required the

fewest transformations to tessellate?
Explain.

2. Which pentominoes required the most
transformations to tessellate? Explain.

3. Was it possible to tessellate every
pentomino? Explain.
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